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Introduction
Skew estimation is one of the first tasks to be solved after document scanning and obtaining its digital copy. Document skew can either result from document scanning or copying, or be intentionally designed in a document.
Different kinds of skew estimation techniques have been proposed in literature. Based on the detectable angle range, they can be divided into two classes. The techniques belonging to the first group [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13] can only detect a limited skew angle range, while another class of methods is capable of finding any skew angle [5, 8, 14] . In this paper, we will deal with the methods of the second group because they are more appropriate for automated processing of various complex document types and layouts and for a mixture of different languages on a page. The common features of a majority of the methods of both classes are: large text areas must be present on a page for a successful application; and almost all techniques process high resolution images ranging from 100 to 300 dpi, which takes much processing time in many cases.
We propose a new method for skew estimation of the document images and introduce a simple and efficient text row accumulation technique based on the 1st and 2nd moments where all processing is done on the low-resolution (50 dpi) images. The method consists of initial image resolution reduction, connected component detection on the obtained low-resolution image, component classification by fuzzy logic, and two-stage skew estimation.
Our method

Resolution reduction
This operation is used to decrease processing time. To reduce the spatial image resolution we apply a simple compression rule (OR-rule) where a block of MxM pixels in the initial image is replaced with one pixel in the compressed image. There are only a few skew estimation techniques [6, 11, 14] working with the compressed images. They, however, depend on the image format (JBIG, CCITT Group IV) and have restrictions on a detectable angle range like [6, 11] . The method [14] uses 50 dpi images as input and it does not restrict the angle range. But in this case, it is necessary to scan an image twice (once for skew detection and once for layout analysis and OCR). With the OR-rule, we need not do it and therefore, our approach is more flexible. A single parameter to be set is the image resolution reduction coefficient.
Detection of connected components
Next, the connected components are detected on the lowresolution image and the area and perimeter of each component are computed during this process.
Component classification
Almost every traditional skew detection technique detects the skew angle by using only textual data. The fuzzy logic was selected for text/non-text classification because it is fast and able to encode easily and directly human knowledge through simple linguistic rules. The classifier is a twoinput, one-output system (for details, see [9] ). The input variables are the area of the connected component ("area") and the shape feature ("shape") corresponding to the ratio of the area to the squared perimeter of the connected component. The output variable is one of four class labels: "TEXT", "CHARACTER", "GRAPHICS", "LINE". The label "TEXT" means that a given component is textual, except when it represents a large character in the heading of the articles (in this case, the component is assigned to the class "CHARACTER"). The classes "GRAPHICS" and "LINE" correspond to the graphics/pictures and line objects, respectively. The components whose area is less than or equal to 3 pixels are considered to be noisy and are not processed further. The membership functions for input (output) variables are sigmoids (triangles). To label the connected components, the following rules are used: 1. if area is small and shape is elongated, then class is TEXT. 2. if area is small and shape is non-elongated, then class is CHARACTER. 3. if area is large and shape is elongated, then class is LINE. 4. if area is large and shape is non-elongated, then class is GRAPHICS.
Main operation of our approach
The skew is estimated by two stages. In the first stage, the local orientation of each connected component belonging to the class "TEXT" or "CHARACTER" is determined. These local estimations are further used in the second stage, when the components of these classes are grouped into lines and line orientations are accumulated into an angle histogram, a peak of which corresponds to the desired document skew. The orientation is defined as the angle between the X-axis and the 1st eigenvector of the input data covariance matrix, where the input data are the pixel co-ordinates. To solve this task, the 1st and 2nd order moments are only necessary. Except for fast computation, such a technique behaves well on low-resolution images because there the connected components are usually elongated along some direction associated with the document skew. The second advantage is that the processing time does not depend on the estimated angle range. Most of the other methods have none of these properties or miss at least one of them.
Text row accumulation
The basic principle of our approach is based on text row accumulation. Our idea is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where there are three skewed hypothetical text lines made-up of 1, 2, and 3 characters, respectively. There, the solid arrows indicate a real skew, while the dashed arrows approximately correspond to an estimated skew by computing the 1st eigenvector orientation. One can see that the angle between the X-axis and the 1st eigenvector becomes smaller and smaller as the number of components in a line increases. This is not surprising because the longer a line is, the sharper data deviation is, and therefore, the more accurate line orientation can be obtained by the given technique because the 1st eigenvector indicates the direction of maximum data deviation. Based on this fact, we formulate our Finally, we would like to mention that a text row accumulation process considers every component of the class "TEXT" or "CHARACTER" as a starting point for extracting a row. It is done to collect as many candidates for skew detection as possible. Such a technique is useful, if the number of real text lines on a page is small.
Method description
Here, we assume that the local orientation of each connected component is already known. The line orientations will be collected in a 1-D accumulator (angle histogram), whose size is 180 or 360 bins depending on the angular resolution (estimation accuracy). Notice that this size is much smaller than that for the HT-based approaches. With these remarks the kernel of our method consists of the following steps: 
6. If L+j L , it means that we found a component located in the same line as other components included in the given line previously. In this case, increase the weight by 1, L := L+j , assign the values of the moments with the index 'L+j' to those with the index 'L', assume that the last-found component C C j is the current C C i , and go to step 2. Otherwise, finish line extraction, increase the bin corresponding to L in the 1-D accumulator by the determined weight and go to step 7.
7. If there are still "TEXT" or "CHARACTER" components not being used as a start point for row accumulation, go to step 1, otherwise, go to step 8. 8. Find a global maximum of the 1-D accumulator. The angle associated with it is the desired skew.
Experiments
To test our method, we used the database UW-I of the University of Washington. We selected 572 binary images at 300 dpi and roughly divided them into 5 different classes according to information they contain. The number of images for each class along with a class name is given in Table 1. The HT-based technique [5] was used for comparison with our approach, because Hough transform is a popular tool for skew detection and the proposed method is capable of detecting an arbitrary angle and is simple to implement.
In experiments, each test image was rotated through all angles from 0 to 179 in 1-degree steps and the skew was estimated and compared with the real angle value. As a result, we had 180x572=102,960 images for testing. We assumed that there was no error in skew estimation if the absolute difference of the real and estimated angles was less than or equal to 1 . Table 2 shows the number of errors in skew estimation for each image class when applying both methods mentioned. For our approach, the results were obtained with the resolution reduction coefficient set to 6. The method [5] had one predefined parameter: block height determined by the number of image rows (we used the value 100 as advised in the original paper). In Table 2 the total number of estimations for a given class is obtained by multiplying the number of images of this class by 180.
By analysing the data in Table 2 , one can see that our method exhibits better than the comparative method for every image class. The HT method produced errors when text lines were not aligned along the left page border and block boundaries coincided with indents in paragraphs, i.e. when this border did not represent a single straight line. Our Finally, we will present the average processing times for both methods (see Table 3 ). Image sizes were about 2,500x3,500 pixels. "Image unpacking" means a conversion from the input image format like BMP to an array of pixels. This operation was not optimised. One can see that the processing time is approximately the same for both methods, while our method is more accurate. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a robust method for global skew estimation of binary document images that is based on computation of the first eigenvector of the data covariance matrix. One novelty of our approach is that processing is done on low-resolution (50 dpi) images. In addition, a new fast line extraction strategy is proposed which enables us to find lines consisting of physically separated components, which causes problems for the HT methods. Other merits of our approach are: (1) no restrictions on the detectable angle range, (2) it uses a much smaller 1-D accumulator as compared to the HT methods, and (3) large text areas on a page are not necessary. Experiments on a large database containing over 100,000 images and comparison with the method [5] confirm its advantages.
